Name & Design That Bus
Art Contest

Art Design Winner receives Ipad Mini & Naming Winner receives Kindle Fire 7! 2nd & 3rd place winners receive $10 gift cards!

The Dothan City Schools Child Nutrition Program, City of Dothan Leisure Services, Wiregrass Foundation and The Cultural Arts center NEED YOUR CREATIVITY to name our NEW SUMMER FEEDING PROGRAM BUS and DESIGN THE ART WORK WRAP for the outside of the bus.

If your submission for the Name of the Bus & The Artistic Design are chosen, you will win the prizes listed above!

Follow the guidelines on the back of this flyer for each category. You cannot copy any of the pictures or names shown in the examples of other summer feeding buses located in Alabama or that you find on the internet. All submissions must be YOUR original work and design

Both Art Design Entry and Name that Bus Entry are due turned in by FRIDAY APRIL 24, 2020 BEFORE 4:00 P.M. You can mail it to the address below or bring it in person.
Judging will take place the following week April 27-30 and announcement of winners will take place May 1st on Facebook, Instagram and the CAC Website. Awards will be handed out in person at your school!
GUIDELINES FOR CONTESTS

FOR ART DESIGN

1. Look at the pictures below of other buses for examples and see how their designs fit under the windows of the bus.
2. On an 8.5X11 sheet of copy paper create your design for the bus sides AND back.
3. Be COLOFUL--use gel markers or markers, or oil pastels, something with deep pigment. Do not submit drawings in pencil, ink, crayon, watercolor or acrylic.
4. Be sure to fill up your design area including the sky or any background. Whatever you leave white on the paper will be white on the bus. Do not just color the design but color the entire page.

FOR NAMING

1. Look at the pictures below of other buses for examples and see where their designs put the name of the bus. Many are above the windows, on the windows, on the end of the bus, or on the back of the bus.
2. On an 8.5X11 sheet of copy paper write out your suggestion for the name of the bus in black marker.
3. You can create special fonts for the name.
4. You can color in the name with markers or gelmarker. Do not use pencil, ink, crayon, watercolor or acrylic to fill in the name.

VISUAL EXAMPLES OF OTHER BUSES FOR REFERENCE ONLY

Copying anything used on these buses or any examples you find on the internet in your own drawings or name will automatically disqualify you from the contest and your art work will be destroyed.

USE YOUR OWN IMAGINATION AND CREATIVITY